Remington 11-48 parts diagram

Remington Semi-Auto Shotguns. It's model number was derived from the older humpback
Remington model 11 that the recoil system was copied from, and the newer stamped out
internal parts that have become so popular since, developed in , but not introduced until It was
discontinued in The walnut stocks were machine checkered. There was no engraving on the
receiver. It 's magazine held 4 or 5 rounds. The receiver was machined from a solid billet of
steel. The magazine tube and action spring tube were silver-soldered into the receiver. This
firearm functions by using 2 opposing springs. The rear external portion is threaded that then is
utilized to hold the buttstock onto the receiver with. Inside this tube the spring has a follower
fitted to the front, 2 heavy sheet-metal links pinned from the breech bolt drive the follower
rearward which subsequently back forward to close the action. At the same time there is a large
coil spring around the magazine tube that puts friction against bronze plated steel friction rings
on the front that are pinched in the barrel hanger bracket on firing and subsequent recoil. This
recoil spring is made in different compression strengths, corresponding to gauges and barrel
lengths which is critical in relationship to the actual power of the round used in the gun. It is
critical that the magazine tube be lightly sanded lengthwise with light emery cloth with a light
coating of oil of about 30 weight motor oil on this tube for the gun to function properly. Also any
recoil operated firearm can be very sensitive to how the person firing it holds the gun. The word
is that you have to "Back it Up". This means that you need to hold it tight against your shoulder.
A skinny weakling will have trouble with these guns not cycling, while a logger may well have
no trouble at all. The guns have to have some resistance at the buttstock to function properly,
otherwise the whole gun moves, negating the ejection, recycling process. He said that they
could get it to function with one brand of ammo, but another brand would malfunction.
However, I used one for a good number of years and never really had a problem, even with
reloads. However the firing pins, FP springs, extractor, spring and plunger for the will
interchange. The operating handle is held into the slide officially referred to as the breech bolt
carrier. There is a spring detent uses a detent plunger putting pressure on the BOTTOM of this
handle, which uses a thin flat spring that is about impossible to salvage, whereas the later coil
spring type, uses a coil spring activated detent on the EDGE of the handle. The current model
handle is designed to accommodate both the bottom plunger with the plunger which comes in
from the rear. Therefore you can use the handle as a replacement on the series guns. The
friction piece and shell latch are usually the first to need replacement. Recently Gun Parts Corp.
At the same time, this was driven against an opposing recoil spring housed outside the
magazine tube. Inside this is a large slotted head threaded cap that can be unscrewed using a
large screwdriver, a 8" or 10" Crescent wrench on a large square screwdriver shank, while
applying end pressure to the handle, unscrew this cap. With the buttstock off, and the cross-pin
removed from the rear of the recoil spring tube that is attached to the rear of the receiver, will
expose the recoil spring guide, spring and follower. The inside of this tube needs to be cleaned
along with the recoil spring. To remove the bolt assembly, with the above done, stock and
forearm off, barrel removed, recoil spring removed, and the trigger group out, pull the operating
handle straight outward there is a detect ball holding it in place in the bolt carrier. Now you can
slide the breech bolt unit forward out of the receiver. Attached to this bolt unit by a cross pin, is
a RH and LH link that go inside the recoil tube and against a recoil spring follower. Check to see
if these have not become bent. Also check the extractor tension, the spring and detent holding
it in may need to be removed and cleaned, even the spring replaced. If the extractor does not
spring back under full power if you pry the front outward, remove it by forcing an ice-pick or
small screwdriver in between the plunder and the rear thrust part of the extractor, and separate
the two, allowing the extractor to slide outward. Be careful to not loose the plunger and spring
in the process as they may exercise their flying lessons. Clean the spring hole and apply light
oil. These parts are obsolete, but these current model parts will interchange. Also one thing that
may be slowing down your extraction, is a dirty chamber. IF this gun has been using Remington
plastic ammo, for some reason that plastic, over time can create a plastic buildup where you
can even see the ribs of the plastic inside the chamber. Steel wool will clean it out, and then oil
the internal chamber and barrel. While we are here, these forearms have a thin steel liner inside
of them, that on the front contains a small spring loaded detent spring that keeps the magazine
cap from unscrewing during normal operations. These detent plungers are however factory
staked into the BOTTOM of the bolt slide, not really designed to be replaced. If cleaning up the
worn detent hole does not work, I would first try a new operating handle. I had one customer
bring a gun in with a hole drilled in the outer end of the handle with a piece of fish line tied into
it and on to the trigger guard, so that he could recover the handle when the gun spit it out. In all
actuality the handle is only needed to charge a live round into the chamber or to extract a live
round. It does not effect the firing of the gun. On the above gun, after much trial and error, then
some head scratching, I finally, many years ago about called the factory and was fortunate

enough to be able to talk to a repairman that worked on these guns at the time they were being
factory serviced. The real problem he said on this issue is that there is too much headspace.
Look at the locking lugs on the barrel and on the locking block. Now push the dowel down until
you feel the locking block unlock from the barrel lugs, but before the bolt itself starts to move
rearward. Mark this position on the dowel also. Ideally there should be minimal movement. I do
not really remember his exact dimension, but it seems that if it moved more than about. The
solution that they used then, was to replace the locking lug with a oversize one. These lugs
were numbered using letters, I have encountered many with just the gauge stamped on them,
but a few with letters. I assume the non lettered are standard and the A size to be the next
oversize or longer. And not sure how many oversize sizes were made. I figured that if I screwed
up that maybe I could find another locking block, but to find a barrel extension would take time
and perseverance. I then refitted it, using lay-out die as a wear marker, and then heat treated
and tempered the whole block. If anyone would try this I recommend you take a Rockwell
hardness reading of the locking block before you start, so that you have a known hardness to
return to mine read 53 Rockwell C. It could be slightly softer by a point or two, but not any
harder, since it could break off. I however think a simpler solution would be to soft solder a
piece of steel shim stock to the bolt face. In order to determine the proper thickness, a piece of
different thickness shim stock cold be cut to the approximate shape of the bolt face and tried
under a loaded round until one too thick was placed there so that the locking block would not
close. Then back off and use a thinner one. You might even Super Glue a shim onto the bolt
face as a trial to see if it would work first. Heating it to a soft solder condition would create no
problem since the breech bolt only is a means of holding the locking block in place. To do this,
tin the bolt face and the steel shim with solder. Then heat them up, place the shim on the bolt.
After it cools you can cut the shim off with a sharp knife or a Dremel tool. You would of course
have to have enough clearance for the extractor to hook the shell's rim. I have used this method
many times on the old Savage 99 takedown rifles. It was introduced in , discontinued in This
magazine restriction was made possible by simply taking a magazine tube, stamping 3 detent
dimples around it radially thereby restricting the follower from going beyond this, limiting it to 2
rounds in the magazine. You can modify these dimples by using a long rat tailed file, filing off
these detents inside the magazine tube. Do not try to swage them out, as you WILL deform the
outside of the tube. They appeared a few years after the previous models were discontinued.
They were usually found with walnut stained birch wood. Possibly distributed thru some of the
mass merchandisers. Remington Remington factory exploded views. Please note: we no longer
accept orders over the phone. Notifications Close. Manufacturers Remington Shotguns
Remington Shotguns Part Key: 0. Add to cart. Enlarge Image. Part Key: 1. Product : Out of
Stock. Part Key: 2. Part Key: 3. Part Key: 4. Action Spring Tube Nut Product : Part Key: 5. Part
Key: 6. Part Key: 7. Barrel, 12 Ga. Part Key: 8. Breech Bolt Assembly,. Part Key: 9. Breech Bolt
Assembly, 12 Ga. Breech Bolt Assembly, 16 Ga. Breech Bolt Assembly, 20 Ga. Breech Bolt,.
Breech Bolt, 12 Ga. Breech Bolt, 16 Ga. Breech Bolt, 20 Ga. Breech Bolt, 28 Ga. Part Key:
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can be used as a replacement part. Carrier Assembly, 20 Ga. Carrier, 12 Ga. Carrier, 16 Ga.
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Base, 20 Ga. Front Sight Base, 28 Ga. Magazine Cap Swivel Eye Product : Magazine Cap Swivel
Washer Product : Magazine Cap Weight, 12 Ga. Magazine Plug Assembly,. Remington
Semi-Auto Shotguns. It was discontinued in The walnut stocks were machine checkered. There
was no engraving on the receiver. It 's magazine held 4 or 5 rounds. The receiver was machined
from a solid billet of steel. This firearm functions by using 2 opposing springs. The rear external
portion is threaded that then is utilized to hold the buttstock onto the receiver with. Also any
recoil operated firearm can be very sensitive to how the person firing it holds the gun. The word
is that you have to "Back it Up". This means that you need to hold it tight against your shoulder.
A skinny weakling will have trouble with the gun not cycling, while a logger may well have no
trouble at all. The guns have to have some resistance to function properly. The operating handle
is held in by a detent plunger putting pressure on the bottom of this handle. Therefore you can
use the handle on the series guns. Recently Gun Parts Corp. When this gun starts spitting
operating handles, the usual things to look for will be a weak detent plunger spring. In all
actuality the handle is only needed to charge a live round into the chamber or to extract a live
round. It does not effect the firing of the gun. The real problem is that there is too much
headspace. Now push the dowel down until you feel the locking block unlock from the barrel
lugs, but before the bolt starts to move rearward. Mark this position on the dowel. Ideally there
should be minimal movement. I do not really remember his exact dimension, but it seems that if
it moved more than about. The solution that they used then, was to replace the locking lug with
a oversize one. These lugs were numbered using letters, I have encountered many with just the
ga. If anyone would try this I recommend you take a Rockwell hardness reading of the locking
block before you start, so that you have a known hardness to return to mine read 53 Rockwell C.
It could be slightly softer by a point or two, but not any harder, since it would break off. I
however think a simpler solution would be to soft solder a piece of steel shim stock to the bolt
face. You might even Super Glue a shim onto the bolt face as a trial to see if it would work first.
Heating it to a soft solder condition would create no problem since the breech bolt only is a
means of holding the locking block. To do this tin the bolt face and the steel shim with solder.
After it cools you can cut the shim off with a sharp knife or a Dremel tool. You would of course
have to have enough clearance for the extractor to hook the shell's rim. Do not try to swage
them out, as you WILL deform the outside of the tube. They appeared a few years after the
previous models were discontinued. They were usually found with walnut stained birch wood.
Possibly distributed thru some of the mass merchandisers. All Rights Reserved. Remington
Order by:. Available to:. Some ads are larger then our scanner. So it may appear the ad page is
cropped down. Dimensions: A fullpage color ad- measuring approximately Pages are separated.
Notes: All ads are original ads removed from vintage magazines. These magazine ads are never
a reprint or reproduction. These original magazine ad pages look fabulous when framed.
Decorate your home or office or purchase as a gift for family and friends. Ads are also great
resources of historical documentation for collectors. Take a look at our other Combined
shipping is available when purchasing two or more items! Powered by The free listing tool. List
your items fast and easy and manage your active items. USA To assure safe delivery. All
international items are shipped rolled in tube If you feel that any part of our transaction is less
than optimal. Please contact me. Immediate refund if you are not happy with your purchase.
Weaver No. Hi there! You're bidding on a nice vintage Remington catalog from This catalog is in
excellent condition and has been well taken care of. Please check out our other auctions. We
combine shipping on multiple items. Feel free to email with any questions. Thanks for looking
and happy bidding! This is an original print ad for Remington shotguns! It unfolds to measure
approximately 16" x 11" overall. Has no tears or stains, with Photocopy or reprint most ads were
published at one time only, and never commercially reproduced An unusual and distinctive
piece for your frame. Please scroll down to see our shipping information. Thank you for helping
us celebrate our 16th year on ebay! Use this box to search ALL of our listings! Click our logo to
find a similar item from us! To save shipping costs. And if your payment arrives before noon
Mountain Time, the package goes out the same day. Unless the item is too thick or is of the
fold-out type; those will need to be shipped flat. All items which are shipped flat come with a
sleeve and a nice, substantial backing board, not a cheap flimsy one. You have found the secret
message We guarantee this item to be as described or better And it comes with a money-back
guarantee and a three-day inspection period. Please email us with your questions. You're
bidding on a nice vintage Remington-Peters catalog from This catalog is in excellent condition
and has been well taken care Good looking and We answer emails promptly and ship orders
same day to next day. Saturday and Sunday orders are shipped on Monday. If you don't see
what you are looking for. Send us an email or call. We will be glad to help you with your gun
holster purchase. Thank you for shopping with us. Froo Classic Archives Listing Please visit
our page for more information about us and our products! Reloading Ammunition Over 9 hours

of Instructional Videos This collection includes video in. This is a data DVD can be played in any
computer. Disclaimer: In accordance with ebay policy. Absolutely no firearms or firearm parts
are included in this listing. These videos combined are over 9 hours long! You can save them to
your hard drive, and then place them on your Ipad or tablet or phone, and watch them in your
shop at your convenience. They provide a great overview of the process of reloading
ammunition for beginners and experts alike. Great tips and tricks! Advanced Safety Information
on Bullet Casting and Ingot Making- An important part of reloading is learning how to make
bullet castings out of lead. This video shows you how. It shows you all the equipment you will
need to reload ammunition. Turret, and progressive presses and what to start with and why.
Beginners Reloading- Do's and Dont's- An important overview of the safety concerns with
reloaded ammunition and what you should do to ensure your own safety and that of others.
Firing, assembly, recoil reducer system, safety, and care. Also includes Model Component Parts
list with breakdown view. This manual shows some creases on the front as shown in the photo
from being tri-folded. Otherwise good shape. If you own one of these shotguns then here's your
chance to obtain a manual to go with your gun. WE BUY. We try to ship as soon as possible
after payment is received. We appreciate your interest in our auction and welcome any
comments or suggestions you may have. Feel free to email us. Thank you. Remington 11 - 48
Take Down Guide. G47 Powered by The free listing tool. Ilion, N. The print measures
approximately 13 x 10 inches. And is in FINE condition- no tears, no stains, no foxing, no water
damage to report. This is a premium shipping option. Due to high shipping costs depending
heavily on weight, International buyers may choose their items to be sent in tubes instead,
without backing. One of two International First Class Mail prices for tubes will then apply. And
we ship worldwide. Prints and ads are shipped placed against acid-free, archival quality backing
board, inside archival-quality PVC holders, and rigid envelopes, or if they are not backed, they
are shipped in thick-wall tubes. Postcards and smaller photos are shipped in high impact rigid
transparent PVC archival quality holders. The delivery confirmation number customs
declaration number- for international purchases provided, is not a real-time tracking number,
and US Post updates it with delay. For desti. Remington model shotgun 12ga butt stock forearm
set. Remington model 12ga shotgun walnut buttstock and forearm set. Nice checkering.
Remington model 48, , Mohawk magazine cap 12 gauge. Nice blue mag cap. Clean threads no
noticeable screwdriver damage. I dont see any rust. Parting out this gun check my other
auctions can combine shipping. Posted with. It has been carefully removed from a vintage
magazine. Awesome way to display your interests or use them too enhance the theme of any
room. Unique gift idea! It will be shipped in a poly protective sleeve removable for framing. We
Combine All Orders Shipping is the same flat rate no matter how many ads you buy! US
Shipping. Supersized images and templates. Get Vendio Sales Manager. FREE scheduling. Click
Here. Double your traffic. Size is approximately 8"X 11" each page Original advertisement. Not a
copy Shipped in a mailing tube OR in an envelope. Between heavy cardboard in zip lock bag All
U. Non-smoking environment Grad ing. Nothing less. We would not sell an ad that we would not
displa y ourselves. We are collectors first! You are purchasing the advertisement described. Not
the actual product! If you have any questions. Do not hesitate to ask. We work very hard to find
you the best material for your collections. Quality, and customer service is the number one
priority for us. Remington Breech Bolt. Ship to US Only. This bolt is used but in Great
Condition. Comes complete with charging handle. It has been carefully removed from a vintage
catalog. This advertisment is approximately 8" X 10" It will be shipped in a poly protective
sleeve removable for framing. Sign up for; the fast. Easy, and secure way to pay online. Be sure
to add me to your! Check out my! I sell only original print Ads Advertisements and other paper
items that I personally remove from the genuine vintage magazines in which they appear. I
never sell copies. Reproductions or reprints! Ads are mailed in acid-free, archival quality plastic
sleeves inside thick-walled cardboard mailing tubes. Please wait to pay for any purchases until
you are finished buying. At which time you can click on the Pay Now button on any one of your
purchases and you will receive an invoice with the correct shipping fee. Ad condition is graded
as Near Mint. Excellent, Very Good or Good. Near Mint condition means the Ad is virtually
flawless and in the same basic condition it was in when published. Excellent condition means
the Ad has only minimal sign of age, exposure or magazine handling, and is not quite perfect
enough to be rated as Near Mint. When an Ad's condition is extremely close to one of the above
condition ratings but not quite deserving of that rating, the word"About" will appear before the
condition rating. I do not sell Ads in less than Good condition. Condition: About Excellent.
Comes in a holder with a yellow tag for a Remington Recoil Reducer Model the holder shows
some wear dirty and small tear on the top fold. I combine shipping wait for invoice on multiple
purchases. Any out of USA bids will be removed. We have over 3. Be sure to visit our eBay
store for more great deals. Remington Barrel. Should fit Sportsman 48 etc. The first picture

makes it looks worse than it is. It shows some wear on the business end. Nothing major for the
age, and a little brassing on the sight probably from going in and out of a bag. Doesn't seem to
have any issues. I never fired it though, the ramp that is supposed to push the next round up
has no spring to it, so I just figured I should I wiped it down with paper towels and it left a little
fuzz in the pics. The rest of the parts will be posted once the barrel sells. Remington ga.
Remington recoil spring ga. This barrel is model Has a few spots of pitting. Fits Remington 16ga
shotgun. Will also fit the 20ga. The ring has an outside dia of 1. Let me know if you need more
pics. FREE Priority shipping! USA shipping only! Payment to be made with Paypal within 3 days
of the end of auction. If you're not happy. I'm not happy! Thanks for looking! This is for
3-Remington 12 ga. Take a close look at the pics and ask questions before you bid. If you feel
that any part of our transaction is less than optimal. I will If you are purchasing more than one
item. Combined invoice option provided by eBay when you complete your purchases, or wait
for my invoice. Remington Sportsman 48 and Mohawk 48; excellent condition. Mohawk 48
shotgun trigger assembly for 20 gauge. In good shape. I have not spent any time cleaning them.
But they are in good used condition. Some a bit better some a bit worse. I have a couple of
these so you might not get the one in the photos. But it will be similar. I always try to combine
items when shipping to save you money. Just let me know before you pay and I'll send a
combined invoice. I always leave feedback after you have done so. I will not ship outside the
USA. Used Remington Mod 12 Ga. Bore is in fair to good condition ec2. I do not pre-pack my
items so shipping estimates may be high. I will refund the majority of the difference if my
shipping estimates are wrong. I almost always ship items out 1 or 2 days after payment is
received. I ship USPS first class. Prior ity. Media mail when applicable I do c ombine shipping.
First class has a 4 pound max. Anything higher must go priority. I will have to pack item or
items and and give you an estimate including This is because I am having packages
disappearing I prefer to say stolen when shipped first class without registered mail because
first class has no tracking without registering. Packaging unopened with some wear and tear. If
you have any questions or would like more pictures. Feel free to ask. Thanks and good luck on
your bidding! Shell Latch For Remington model I am not a gunsmith and I am trying to list this
as honestly as possible. And if I do make a mistake it is not that I intended to do so. Thank you
for understanding Thank you for reading our complete shipping policy below before bidding
Payment to be made by Paypal within 7 days or contact us. Please bid with intent to send
payment within 7 days following auction end. Non-paying bidders will be reported as Unpaid
item. We take extra steps to resolve all issues so this does not have to occur. Please read our
shipping policy before bidding. We will COMBINE shipping on multiple purchases if you will let
us know that you plan to bid on other auctions that will close within a few days of each other.
We will send e-mails after receiving payment and also after shipping item out. We will have a
tracking number on each package and will supply it to you if requested. When you rate our
shipping time. Please remember that it is from the time we receive your payment until we leave
it with the post office. We can NOT control how long it takes the post office to deliver your item
once they have it. Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges.
These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's cu. Powered by
The free listing Remington 16ga. Dirty vintage part. Couple little chips in the trigger guard. The
value is probably just in the gold trigger since it's rare. Needs cleaning the chrome elevator part
that lifts the shells was missing a spring or something and just flopped if you turned the gun
over. As far as I know it was the only thing wrong with the gun. Nothing else seems to have any
issue except that spring missing. AS-IS I also have some other parts like the ammo tube spring
and nut. Looks like its brazed to the case though not sure how to get it off. This is an original
barrel with wear as pictured. Franklin Gun Shop Atlanta Hwy. Seller added the following
information: This barrel is smooth bore. Remington or 48 Sportsman 12 gauge barrel. It is a 12
gauge with a modified choke. The barrel is in excellent original condition. Remington model ga.
Magazine Spring Retainer. Magazine advertisement Always original pages. If you feel that any
part of our I will do all in my power to correct the situation. Insurance is always at the request of
and paid by the buyer. The quicker you pay. The quicker I ship. Contact within three 3 days,
payment in ten 10 days. If you win multiple auctions please ask for total price before paying as I
do combine if possible. If you have any reason to give other than 5 star rating let me know. But
you need to afford the freight charge! Please pay within Or your idem will go back to action!
Please examine the photos closely and Email any questions or concerns before Bidding! No
Exceptions Made! See other items. Please see the pictures and ask any questions before
bidding. I combine shipping. Remington Complete Trigger Group 16 Ga. This is a used trigger
group for a Remington Sportsman 48 and Mohawk 48, 16 Ga. It is in very good condition.
Vintage fold-out instructions brochure folder. Good condition with some wear. Looks fairly old-I
think mid 's. Remington Model Sportsman Shotgun 12 Gauge. Please pay within maximum 3

days! Thank you! By bidding on our auctions. You are agreeing to our terms and policies that
are clearly stated below. Please read all of our policies before placing a bid on our auction or
making an offer on one of our store items. Your bid or offer is a binding contract. We offer a
three day unconditional. Examination period for all goods sold. If you wish to invoke your
guarantee. Please call or email within No exceptions made. Thank you for looking. Please check
some of our other auctions for additional quality items! Shipping is not refundable. We ship
Mon. We ship within 48 hours of funds clearing. Features a blued finish. Full choke, ejector,
silver bead front sight, and factory roll-stamp markings: 12 GA. Barrel lug is stamped 12 over
serial number The bore is bright and in good used condition. Exterior is in fair cosmetic
condition with surface rust. Light pitting from use, and other wear. Please check the photos.
Sold As-Is. Please Note: We do not ship to or accept payments from anywhere outside the
United States. If you have additional questions. Please don't hesitate to send us a message or
visit Thank You For Bidding! Remington 16ga Breech Bolt Assembly Complete. Excellent
Working Condition. Buyer pays shipping of 4. This Part is in Excellent Condition. Remington 16
Gauge Operating Handle 48 Sportsman. Remington 16ga Operating Handle. Remington 16ga
Trigger Plate Assembly. Buyer pays shipping of 5. Shell Catch and Button Free Shipping. Don't
like the Price? Make an Offer never hurts to ask. Remington 12ga Breech Bolt Assembly
Complete. Catalog advertisement in excellent condition. Always original pages. I will do all in
my power to correct the situation Money back guarantee. Remington shotgun carrier latch.
Remington carrier latch assembly. Old stock item, needs cleaning and polishing. Remington 16
Gauge Shell Latch 48 Sportsman. Remington 16ga Shell Latch. Vintage Remington Shotgun
Bolt. Locking Block, Links, Slide and misc related pins etc. From a closed gunsmith shop. I am
not a gunsmith etc and have no special expertise. It is recommended that a trained Gunsmith
evaluate and install parts. Please review all pictures and ask any questions to clarify, preferably
before bidding. I require payment for items and shipping cost, if applicable before I will ship. I
also will consider shipping outside of the continental United States lower 48 on a case by case
bases. You must contact before bidding, and you will be responsible for associated shipping
cost and customs etc. The items are sold as is. I ship upon receipt of payment. Within 3
business days excluding holidays and when shippers are closed. Thanks for looking. Please all
winning Bidders. Please contact me before posting negative feedback about something I was
not aware of. I will work to resolve all issues. All shipping includes delivery confirmation. All
items are sold as is. I will delineate any damage that I am aware of. The use of items sold are at
your purchasers own risk and buyers should obtain proper instruction and training before use
as necessary. By bidding or purchasing the items you are agreeing to hold harmless the seller
from all liability resulting from the possession or usage of the items. See scans of the front and
back of this card below. As described in the title of this listing. Centerfold advertisement Always
original pages. If you feel that Remington or 48 shell latch for a 12 gauge. Miscellaneous parts
including firing pins. This Forend is used. See photo's for Condition, hairline crack near the rear
and a few minor handling marks from prior usage. This is a nice forend. If you are restoring a
Remington Model Shotgun and need to replace the forend. Here is the item for you. Please see
photo. Please use shipping calculator for shipping cost to your area. Payment accepted via
Paypal. Most items shipped with in two business days of receiving payment. Please allow us
enough time to respond prior to the end of the auction. Check out our other Auctions and
Remington Disconnector, Vintage Shotgun Part. Remington disconnector in very good
condition. Shipped 1st class with tracking. Combined shipping available. Remington Scarce
Vintage 12 ga. Barrel measures 26 inches from muzzle to the bolt face. Has Clean and Shiney
Bore. Silver color front bead sight. Finished Gloss Black. Overall condition is excellent. Just the
normal finish marks where it rides into the receiver. Fits Remington model 12 gauge semi auto
shotguns only. Combine shipping charges- check out our other auctions! See Photo's. Original
Remington complete trigger plate assembly for the 12ga. Remington , 12 Ga. Ejector, and front
and rear trigger plat screws, for the 12 gauge, remington shotgun. Shell latch, and carrier latch
assembly for the 12 gauge, remington shotgun. Remington shotgun. Decorate your home or
office. Buy two and give the other unique ad as a gift for that special hard to buy for someone.
We are celebrating our 15th year on eBay. Be sure to check out our daily deals! We have a
HUGE selection of ads. See photos! What you see is what you get. If you do not receive a
revised invoice within 2 days. Check out our eBay store for other items and deals! Remington
16 Gauge Magazine Spring. Metal Follower, Retainer. Remington Firing Pin 58 From the estate of
a gunsmith. Unsure if this was used or not. Sold as shown. Click on photos for larger image
Check out my listing for more gun parts and other interesting old items! Many more parts listed
in future. Catalog advertisement Always original pages. If you feel that any part of our
transaction Description Original form RD Rev. Minimal stains or wear- photos will show all
views. The majority of items that we offer for sale are from a life long collection of vintage items

acquired in used condition from estates. Auctions, shops, etc. We are not experts and
understand that you may be and might have specific questions based on your knowledge. We
do not dip. Polish or buff our vintage estate silver jewelry leaving that decision to the buyer. We
do not wash textiles and prefer buyers to use preferred methods. Please look at all pictures for
condition and ask questions I will be happy to answer any questions. It is my intention to list
each and every item as fairly and as honestly as I can. There are too many disappointments that
come up in one's life and it is my intention not to be one of them. I appreciate your reviewing
this listing. My best to you and have a great day! For more great items! Payment Please pay
within 3 days as eBay handles my sold listings. Shipping I do not ship out of the USA. Other
Items. EBay Store. Txzj pxzj txzj-4 txzj1. Remington Model ,48 20 Ga Shell Latch. Here are the
two pins required to attach the trigger assembly to a model or 48 20ga. This is the attaching nut
that secures the buttstock to a model This is a. Remington , 48 action spring,follower,and plug
20ga. Remington Model ,48 Carrier Latch Assembly 20ga. This is the carrier latch assembly from
a Remington This is a complete bolt assembly for the Remington model 20ga with op handle.
Remington 16,20ga. Recoil Spring And Ring Assembly. This is an original Remington model
Remington , 48 20ga. Complete Trigger Assembly. Factory Buttstock. This is a Remington
model Stock had a crack on the toe that has been repaired appears solid. Remington , 48 20ga
Forearm Walnut Wood. This is a factory walnut forearm for the Remington and 48 20ga. No
cracks. Remington Model , 48 20ga 28" Full Choke Barrel. This is a 28" full choke 20ga barrel for
the Remington model Made with in Austin, TX. Remington model shotgun 12ga butt stock
forearm set Remington model 12ga shotgun walnut buttstock and forearm set. Remington
model 48, , Mohawk magazine cap 12 gauge Nice blue mag cap. This spring will fit the
Remington ga. Barrel Used Remington Mod 12 Ga. Remington shotgun carrier latch Remington
carrier latch assembly. Follower, cap, and retainer. Remington Disconnector, Vintage Shotgun
Part Remington disconnector in very good condition. Nice condition. Remington Firing Pin 58
From the estate of a gunsmith. Remington Model ,48 20 Ga Trigger Plate Pins 2 Here are the two
pins required to attach the trigger assembly to a model or 48 20ga. Remington Model 20ga
Complete Breech Bolt Assembly This is a complete bolt assembly for the Remington model
20ga with op handle. Complete Trigger Assembly Remington model Factory Buttstock This is a
Remington model Remington , 48 20ga Forearm Walnut Wood This is a factory walnut forearm
for the Remington and 48 20ga. Remington Model , 48 20ga 28" Full Choke Barrel This is a 28"
full choke 20ga barrel for the Remington model Thanks for putting in the time to see our site.
Among the things that we we think is great and that we do very well is the reality that we have
an excellent online search engine to display all your requests. You view, a lot of search engines
do not provide you pertinent search results page on the key phrases that you get in. Our
system, nevertheless, offers you precisely what you wish. You see, we take your search inquiry
and match that up with hundreds of on-line merchants throughout the world. Then, we
determine exactly just what you are trying to find and provide that to you in a clear and succinct
way. It seems that you are hunting for Remington 11 48 today. Did you understand that eBay
has one of the most substantial variety of Remington 11 48 out of any type of online shop and
can also supply the very best rate on Remington 11 48? The excellent thing is that the moment
you click and item here, then you are check out all the terrific item pictures and an in-depth
description to make certain that it is the perfect product that you are seeking. Recoil Spring
Ring Assy. Friction Psc. Trigger Assy. This way, you could come back and search for a lot more
deals and get specifically just what you are searching for anytime of the year. Do not forget to
inform your pals regarding our remarkable solutions and I bet they will certainly be happy you
did. Many thanks for stopping by our blog here at Guide to Vintage Gun Parts and we intend to
view you back here very soon. Guide to Vintage Gun Parts. Guide to Purchasing Vintage
Firearms. Remington 11 48 Thanks for putting in the time to see our site. View Product Details.
Remington 48 11 58 Parts Lot - 19 Pieces - Lot Remington And 58 Extractor. Model Shotgun.
Remington Model Shotgun Buttplate. Re
2004 ram hemi
toyota kluger owners manual
1993 mustang fuse box manual
mington Model 48 Mohawk 12ga. Remington Shotgun Model Plastic Buttplate. Remington 58
Express Westernfield a Extractor. Full Mod Cyl. Remington Trigger Assembly 12 Ga. Remington
Sportsman 48 12 Ga Friction Ringbushing. Remington Model 12ga. Remington 12 Ga. Recoil
Spring Ring G Vintage Remington Model Remington Model 48 Mohawk ga. Bolt Handle G
Remington Sportsman 48 12 Ga Magaine Follower. Remington Sportsman 48 Ga Magazine
Spring. Remington Model 48 20ga. Remington Model 12ga Trigger Assembly T Complete Trigger
Assembly G Remington 12ga Breach Bolt -new- Remington Model 48 Ejector. Circa Bolt

Assembly W Links G Remington Trigger Assembly Without Carrier. Remington Sportsman 48 12
Ga Magazine Spring. Remingtom Sportsman 48 Ga. Trigger Hsg Retaining Pins. Remington
Trigger Plate Assembly ga 98 Lot 8. Remington Model ga. Remington Carrier 12 Gauge.
Remington 11 48 Carrier Latch Good Condition. Remington Pins Springs. Remington Sportsman
48 Spt Magazine Spring - 12ga- Search Search for:.

